
DASI - A Film Analysis 

- by Ratan Parimoo 

During the recently concluded Film Appreciation course that 

the Film and Television Institute, Pune, has been organising 

annually, the major treat as usual was the scores of outstanding 

films that are screened daily every afternoon and evening besides 

the heavy series of lectures. I had the opportunity to give s~me 

lectures there during the concluding week and also the opportuni ty 

to see some of the very recent films which normally would not be 

possible othenTise. One such film was DASI, directed by Narasimha 

Rao in Telugu language. The Director himself was present at the 

Film Institute - a tall but unassuming man in his thirties. I had 

a brief conversation with him before seeing the film. A laconic 
• 

man he gave the least impression that he had created something so 

very outstanding, though I was happy to know as he candidly mentioned 

that he had studied rainting in Hyderabad. This fact ought to 

endorse the appropriateness of the award for art direction bestowed 

on this film. But I think it has other virtues because of which 

I have not been able to forget it. This film has been obssessively 

possessing my mind, and hence I am \vriting do~ ~his Piece. (Clr-"~ CA.ld.£,.,'\,f7.IL;-/ 
.f1...L Ire- w-w tv-~ """ ft~ -rekVl ,h~ 07L- ~n, ~- I"!;) 

I have not come across any analytical discussion on this 

vel~ important new (1988) Indian film excepting some reports about 

" .., 
the Dasi institution prevailing in a local chieftain's household 
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in the Telangana region during the 1920s when it was ruled by 

the Nizam of Hyderabad. While this is the 'subject matter' of 

the film but as often it happens in a great work of art - for that 

is the stature this film deserves - it is how the film has been 

structured by the director which makes it an extra-ordinary film. 

Many commercial films also have great themes but they get watered 

down due to adding entertainment values. Even great direc t ors like 

Satyajit Ray in their films have passages which are lyrical, grace

ful and pleasing, though they may be justified as poetic relief 

(in the manner of comic relief) but such passages serve as softening 

and pleasure giving interludes. Narasimha Rao in 'Dasi' has not 

been tempted to do so. This film is full of tension without 

enacting it through melodrama or violence, yet it is so much full 

of violence indirectly. 

The structuring of the film is worth analysing and a key to 

understand the film and through it the Director's mind. \Vhile it 

has a 'story-line' as indicated above, yet it is not a 'narrative' 

kind of film. It does not deal with nor builts up characters. It 

comprises of what I would call a series of tableaux, that is planned 

'mi~en-scenes" sometimes in the same settings which would not 
l- . 

qualify to be called 'shots'. It does not begin with the conven-

tional 'bija' or 'germ' as defined in Natyashastra which is one 

of the five 'artha prakritis' of a narrative structure, but. it has 
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quali ties implied in otller 'pn,kri tis', namely, bindu, patak~ and 

prakari which deal with expansion and elaboration, but without the 

ref,erenc e to a plot. These uni ts are linked by the 'E-irvahana 

sandhi' (Natyashastra) and in Roland Barthes' term by the integrative 

process of 'isotopy'. 

The actant in majority of the 'shots' or 'tableaux' is the 

'maid I, thus indicating in a different way the development of t i:le 

hero-less, heroin-less and plotless central idea or 'bija' - that 

is the Dasi's 'travails', so brilliantly under-played with unself
porI. ze - w·,1'I.n '\.:ng 

conscious naturalism by theLactress Archana. As Kamalakshi, the 

dasi, is leading a nameless existence inside the feudal household, 

I think it more apt to simply refer to her as the 'maid'. 

The main setting is the fortress-like feudal residence. We 

never get to see the facade of the building to verify its archi-

tectural grandeur. But its insulation from outside is establis hed 

by the camera facing the small entrance gate which lets in the 

incoming persons into the large outer courtyard. Also the accasi-
-t.c,~et~ e. j- ~A.h lis h 1"hA.. i d'M ~ ~A~e. ~;vi 'l'1~ 

onal camera views of the sky through the high fort wall[ '; _ ... ·6 

meaning to its overbearing inescapable oppressiveness. 
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Some of the tableaux which qualify to be noted as 'shots' 

and which have some episodic (as distinct from narrative) character 

are those when the maid carries from the kitchen in the courtyard 

to the first floor bedroom to be traversed over an open staircase, 

the master's drink (probably lassi) held in a thali. The master 

sips from the glass as the maid turns towards the door to leave. 

He orders her to come and sit on his bed, then abrubtly begins to 

make love to her. rhis is the beginning of how the maid is sexually 

abused but she bears it passively. In another shot the young wife 

of the Zamindar climbs over the staircase and on entering the bedroom 

has the glimpse of her husband locked in embrace with the maid who 

has noticed the wife's arrival. The husband non-chalantly turns h.i..s 

face towards her for a moment only to resume his love making with 

the maid. The wife also accepts her husband's profligacy passively. 

On another occasion instead of detaining the maid in his bedroom, 

the master emphatically instructs her to bring over the wife of a 

particular farmer by 'coaxing' or by 'threats'. When she is thus 

brought the maid waits outside the door. These are enough signifiers 

to give meanings to the actants as well as·to the audience, that 

this maid is not the favourite concubine (parakiya nayika status) 

and also that the wife too has to acquiesce to the husband's 
Q,.fpet~te . 

Il.nsatiable sexual ~ ~p ;. L ", 
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0Jrt.- 5e~lA~1t~ e 
Later other follow,. In this case the 'actant' is 

the young brother of the landlord"s wife who has just arrived. 

After he is greeted with sweets by the sister and then left alone 

he chances to see the maid washing her hair. As she gets up and 

walks behind the servants quarters drying her hair little aware of 

what is awaiting her~ the camera follows her while she turns round 

the corner which divides the servants' and master's residences, 

the young man stops her, grabs her in his arms and as she gradually . 
...t,11; 

gives in she is pushed inside the house. rhe camera zooms slowly 

on her partially hidden face and also on her left hand held by her 

seducer. In the slight quivering movement of her fingers, can be 

read her feeble resistance and eventual helplessness. rhis scene 

In between there are occasions when the master's wife, a 

frigid aristrocratic beauty, is being given a wash by the same maid, 
-e'tY\..o. "r\, Cv -U ~ D'rO "rf\. 'd, CJ 0 P"' 

and her hair are exposed to 'smoke'~ as part of her elaborate 

beauty treatment, which is ironical as it is of no interest to the 

lustful landlord. One who is 'desired' helps grooming of the 

beauty of the one who remains undesired. It is during one such · 

toilet sessions of the lady that she comes to know from the maid 

of her having missed her period. An agonising 'shot' of how tile 

maid suffers from nausea while carrying the master's dinner in a 

thali over the familiar staircase leading to his bedroom, gives a 

new meaning to t he setting as well as her helpless condition. 
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The master has no qualms in offering the same maid along 

with two other yOUt~ maids to Nizam's officials who are receiving 

the night hospitality during their revenue collection tours. This 

tableau become very effective bacause the camera is .!.:ept qui te lo\v, 

revealing only the female legs, since the guests sumptuously fed 

and wined by the land lord are rec lined on the carpeted floor. As 

soon as the well-fed drunken faces reciting Urdu couplets s~e the 

female legs, they loose no time in grabbing them mId carry them to 

t he inner quarters. This is quite a shock to the on looker as also 

is the scene when a gold necklace is claimed to have been lost and 

the very same maids a re lined up ,yhile a 'Tantric' is called to 

expose the thief. Later the same necklace is casually traced . 

How the landlord hold sIlis formal 'darbar' is appropriately 

filmed like tableaux. Here messages received from outside are 

conveyed while all the menials are surrounding him, and when an 
eo-m..- pLAl sa. )-~ ·f. e v ~ -: 

aged farmer is pleading his inablity to hand over the 

Later the land lord is du t ifully i nformed that the farmer had died 

as he could not bear the beating. 

rhe most outrageons scene is when the master's brother-in-

la" enters the maid's sleeping hovel~ c limbs over her and begins 

mating with her. He is a guest in the household awaiting the 

birth of his own child for which he and his wife (the master's 

Sister) have arrived and a 'f i rst pregnancy' ceremony has just 

be en performed . 
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In an earlier scene an older maid had advised the muc ·.l 

abused maid now in the fourth month of pregnency to go for abortion. 

But she still wishing to hold on to her individual self expresses 

that if the master's sister can have a child, she could also have 
out 

one. These are the only words spoken by her through the film. 

Othenvise the camera records her as a dumb cow going through the 

drudgery of sweeping, washing utensils, and the mating the men of 

the household have with her. 

The closing portion of the film comprises of the juxtaposi tion 

of two simultaneous but conflicting moments, clima."{ing in complete 

shattering of the maid as a human person. In the last tableau -

like mis-en-scene, the landlord and family, heirarchically seated 

like tl1ecolonial-period posed 'group photograph', wi th the landlord 

stiffly in the centre flanked by his brother-in-law, and the lady 

of the house behind them surrounded by the maids. An entertainment 

has been arranged for them, which include.510cal accrobatic feats 

being performed in the open courtyard. A din is raised by the 

accompanying drums. Was it to dro\m the shrieks of the maid, who 
., e~ 

in her servant'S room is lying in the same spread-aagled posture 

as she wa~ ravished by the men. But contradictorily her belly is 

mercilessly massaged by experienced maids as part of the abortion 

process ordered by the master's childless wife. The maid's 

normally innocent looking and pleading face is now turned grotesque 
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in pain and agony uttering shrieks of ler shattered soul rever-

barating through tbe narrow soaring cieling. Visual tension rises 
-t~e 

as the cries of agony juxtapose IVith still faces of the maid's 

tormentors engrossed in the spectacle of fast moving bodies of 

the accrobats. 

No scene of cruelity or force exerted directly by the 

landlord is depicted, yet his stiff posture and placid expression 

together wi th short and clear orders are enough. But also the 

routine drudgery of the kitchen, of the maids churning curds, 

sweeping the floor and washing the utensils is enough to indicate 

the oppressive a t mosphere inside the hig h-walled feudal residence. 

rhe household is pried intb at its most intimate level , the men 

and women at their most personal moments, similarly the maid and 

master relationship is unfolded, which is neither questionable nor 

complainable. 

Often the camera angles are those of the on looker. rhe 
'--" 

cwnera angles transform the onlooker as a voyeur peeping into 

the sex ual aggr~ldizement of the landlord on one hand, while also 
'-' 

letting us see what the maid is going through - as if she is telling 

us, do you see what I see (or suffer)? These are the features 

tha t make 'Dasi' a 'film' and no t a's tory' because i.t is not a 

'story'. 
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The director has very intelligently handled the mating 

situations when the men are fully dressed and do not force dis

robing the female victim, but just commence the act straight away 

which is more telling as it only underscoreS their animali ty 

especially so as they belong to the aristocratic class. Apparently 

the director is distinguishing here between signification of 

brutality and bestiality, tnerefore never protrays forcible rape. 

It is enough to signify man's animal instinct. 

I have not felt so disturbed as this film has left me, nor 

even through a Satyajit Ray tragedy. The shrieks through the 'Dasi's 

agonizing face are still echoing through my mind. Many years ago 

it was IngmarBergman's '''ild &trawbeTnf>S' which had terribly 

shaken me. More appropriately 'Oasi' prompts a comparison with 

Ketan Mehta's fillD 'Mircn Masala', which too portrays a brutish 

land lord during the British Colonial period, as well as the abuse 

of women by him and other men. But that film appears more contrived 

and care has been taken to infuse enough entertainment by including 

Gujarat folk dances which waters down the seriousness of the film. 

'Dasi' is a unique example of a recently made Indian film 

which comprises of episodes stringed together but where the episode 

in the first place is really not of narrative character since the 

'episode' is not presented like an 'event' in continuity and in 
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consequence of previous events. Nevertheless each mis-en-scene 

is pregnent with meaning, which is not possible to arrive at 

untill the 'shot' is over in 'filmed time'. Alternatively it is 

possible to infer the meaning rater in cannec tion wi th another 
Whe'h.. 

mis-en-scene, that is the 'tableau' becomes meaningful in semiotic 

situation. This is what makes this film intriguing to watch, 

and it is this phenomenon which causes tension in the mind of the 

onlooker since one is constantly searching for meaning in tlle 

absence of a simple or 'straight narrative'. 

Interestillgly, speaking in structural terms it is possible 

to give the analogy for the chain of tableaux stringed together 

in Dasi with the slots or square / rectangular sections in the 

traditional Indian scroll paintings. Like the Rajasthan's more 

weI-known Pabuji or Devnarayan Ki Phad, Andhra has the Kalamkari 

scrolls in long horizontal format and the painted scrolls in vertical 

format. But then the slots in the film are more often meaningful, 

that is enriched with semiotic content rather than merely boxes 

of micro-narrative units as in the scroll painting. The sequences 

or juxtapositions in the film are such that give rise to conflicts 

'frames' and 'shots' should 

Sergei E. isenstein' s theory of how , 
k'\.o,ow'VV GtS '";~e d...l.ee..L:tCc., <:Jt fi,€.(7V\o'}t;i-~. 

be edited together/.. It is this feature 

or tensions as explained in 
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which keeps the audience tense all through. The situational 

tension in the episode as depicted in the tableau or the shot 

is enhanced by the tension created through editing. The colour 

photography of A.K. Bir is so well-integrated with the tension-

filled si tuations. The colours are warm, strident and bright 

where ever possible) like in the dresses which are further enhanced 

through glowing light effects both of the day light as well as 

the artificial lights. Se'h'\.,~ati6 phe'ho'}'Yt.e'rlo'ft, (l'r1.::L -t:ot.V ke~ ieC}'\oY" 

~)'f\.~~<!e. f{u.. ~~em')~ rm.e1'\..a<!~'h-if- en6~t.b. 

* * * 
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